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MEMBER OF CONGRESS 
4th District, Massachusetts
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY III
May 18, 2019
Suffolk University 
8 Ashburton Place 
Boston, MA 02108
Dear Graduates, Faculty, Friends and Family,
While many of you will be spared my attempt at advice 
tomorrow, I wish all those donning robes and saying 
farewell to Suffolk good luck as you begin your many 
journeys ahead.
From the bottom of my heart, thank you for allowing me 
to play a small role in this special day with you and your 
families. 1 hope this Commencement Weekend is full of 
memories, old and new, and nothing but joy and laughter. 
Enjoy your evening!
Sincerely,
j^h P. Kennejfe^, III 
Member of Congress
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Snap memories of the day using our Commencement Snapchat Geofilter; give your fellow graduates 
a shout-out on Twitter or give thanks to loved ones; and share photos of the day on Instagram.
PHOTOGRAPHY INFORMATION
A professional photographer will be taking pictures as graduates cross the stage. For more 
information and to order photos, contact: Commencement Photos Inc. 978-851-5924 
customerservice@commencementphotos.com
AFTER THE CEREMONY
As soon as the ceremony is over, we ask that you please meet your graduate at the pavilion exit.
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Prelude





Susan M. Connelly, MBA ’01 
Alumni Marshal
Phuong Hoa Dinh, BSBA ’19 Michael Royce, BSBA ’19
Rachel Neves, BSBA ’19 Tori Amber Silva, BSBA ’19
Morgan Robb, BSBA ’19 Cady A. Toussaint, BSBA ’19
Student Marshals
Call to Commencement Exercises & Welcome 
William J. O’Neill, Jr.
Dean, Sawyer Business School
National Anthem 
Judith Comeau, BSBA ’19
Presidenfs Remarks 
Marisa J. Kelly 
President
Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree 
Tammy MacLean
Professor, Management & Entrepreneurship
Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Business Administration 
Commencement Address 
Eugene I. Lee, Jr., EMBA ’96 
President and CEO, Darden Restaurants, Inc.
Class Greetings 
Brian Teague, MPA ’19 
Malik Richard, BSBA ’19
Conferring of Graduate Degrees 




William J. O’Neill, Jr.
Recessional
KEYNOTE SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT:
EUGENE I. LEE, JR.
The Darden family of restaurants features some of the most 
recognizable and successful brands in full-service dining:
Olive Garden, LongHorn Steakhouse, Cheddar’s Scratch 
Kitchen, Yard House, The Capital Grille, Seasons 52,
Bahama Breeze, and Eddie V’s. Darden employs 180,000 
team members in more than 1,700 restaurants serving nearly 
380 million guests each year.
Lee began his restaurant career in high school as a busboy at 
York Steakhouse in Framingham, Massachusetts, and never 
looked back. He is passionate about restaurant operations 
and leads Darden with a focus on getting back to basics— 
ensuring that guests and team members win with every 
decision he makes.
Lee has been recognized across tbe restaurant and food service industry for his leadership and 
his commitment to culture and people. In 2018, he received the International Foodservice 
Manufacturers Gold Plate Award for industry excellence, which is widely regarded as the food 
service industry’s top honor. He was recognized in 2013 with the People Report Workplace 
Legacy Award, presented annually to the leader who has clearly demonstrated a commitment 
to balancing people and performance throughout his or her career in the foodservice industry.
Lee has spent more than 30 years in the restaurant business, but he has not forgotten his roots 
at Suffolk University, where he earned an EMBA in 1996.
“When others wouldn’t, Suffolk gave me the opportunity, and through that opportunity I was 
able to formalize my education, gain a lot more general knowledge, and apply that along with 
my operations background in restaurants,” Lee told members of the Suffolk community at a fall 
2018 event in celebrating the opening of the Darden-funded Suffolk Cares food pantry. He said 
the educational opportunity Suffolk gave him played a big role in bis eventually running 
Darden, the nation’s 42nd-largest employer.
“That doesn’t happen for me without the opportunity that I received at Suffolk,” Lee said.
The CEO is giving back, leading the Darden Foundation’s philanthropic focus on hunger. 
Darden funded the construction of the Suffolk Cares pantry to ensure that all students have 
access to nutrition that fuels a healthy lifestyle and academic success.
“I’ve got more than seventeen-hundred restaurants, and every one of them is loaded with food, 
but food insecurity was an issue that never resonated with me until I started to read and think 
about it,” he said during the pantry’s formal opening.
“The goal is for every student in this University to be properly nourished, in and out of class, 
at work, and in their everyday lives. It’s hard enough to be a good student in a competitive 
environment without having to worry about your next meal.”
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES





Joana Aquino Silva 
Angela Sorensen 
Pohyee Vong
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TAXATION
Gena F. Badin





Olivia Rose Guarino 
Brendan Heinze 
Lindsay Martins
0 Isabela Olschowsky Daudt 




Rosangeliz M. Villegas M.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Yilin Fan 
Inshaal Habib
+++ Maria Nathalia Hernandez Hernandez 
Xinyu Hou 
Wenxuan Huang 
++* Nathaly Insixiengmay 
Noopura Jaiswal 





M Duong Thuy Nguyen 
Trang Vu Minh Nguyen 
Sreyleak Nop 
Mjalshree A. Pandya 
M Hieu Pham 
Pallavi Razdan 






The key for the symbols used on this page can be found on page 12.
MASTER OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Sean P. Sullivan, posthumous Elizabeth Hobin
Brendan R. Ahern Nurta Ibrahim
Miriam Fawzi A1 Matar Mary Kyeyune
Mohit Jyotindrasinh Atodaria Adrienne Laurano
Joe Anthony Bayeh Bridget Carolyn Laverty
Sabina Bien-Aime Sean Ledwick
Bonnie Aurelia Bounds Lauren Marie Lorkiewicz
Joana Buxhaku Shivani Maikhuri
Kristina Calvillo Leanne McAuliffe
Ryan Canney Soumya Mehrotra
Alexis Canto-Aldridge Akila Yejide Mwongozi
Chimwemwe A. Clarke Crystal Owens
Lindsay Dulude Abhishek Parikh
Bridget G. Fofang Maggie Pontius
Nichole Formicola Stephanie Randazzo
Melissa Fraser Brianne Staples Rodriguez
Priyadarshini Prasad Ganipineni Clayton Shih




MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Brik Abarhane Dounia Hosny
Dalai Ahmed Alrasheed Kristen Tam Hua
*+ Stephen An Xuefang Huang
++ Regine Aristilde Thanh Huynh
Karla Baquerizo Ibrahim Khan
Chelsea Belanger A Ambrose Kizza
Sophia Bennett Dung Le
++ Amber Bobinsky ++ Youssef Lechheb
Erin Bourgeois Meiyu Li
Yancy Brown AAA Qing Li
Eliany Castro AAWeijia Li
** Christopher Chetty Jia Liu
Ashley Michelle Driscoll Eddie Lui
Intissar El Hilali Maria Luna Macias
Hannah Gavin Hannah Lunetta
Katarina Maria Geresy ++ Audrey Mansolillo
Nicole Gibbs Tiana Maraia
Jacqueline Greiner John McLaughlin
Jasilyn Isabel Hernandez XingYing Mei
The key for the symbols used on these pages can be found on page 12,
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING {continued}
++ Bernard Meyler Lorraine Silver
Sarah S. Mol Amely Sok
Michael Mortillaro Fabiana Stark
Aaron T. Mundele Artem Stetsuk
++ Donandrea Myette Lauren Courtney Sullivan
Erik Nelson Khang Tang
AA Duong Thuy Nguyen AAA Nghi Tang
Trang T. M. Nguyen Brooke VanRosendael
A Yaochen Pan A Mengxue Wang
AAjalshree A. Pandya Yanhua Wang
Jiarui Pang Alyssa Washakowski
Thomas Christopher Parrotta Shauna Weckesser
AA Hieu Pham ++ Selena Wong
Zhengye Qiu Jiexin Wu
Migdaliz Quijada Marin Yamada
Bret Saulnier Yuping Yuan
Daniel Segel Nicole Zouharis
Le Shi Yuting Zuk
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION
Julie Au Douglas P. Kellogg
Shayne Joseph Bailey A Ambrose Kizza
Jennifer Christine Bosse Nicole Naidoo
Samuel Bravo Allison Noble
Megan Ethier A Yaochen Pan
Jennifer Feehan Mai Pham
Lay Htee Hai John Tran
Cristina Marie Harrington A Mengxue Wang
Aaron Nathaniel Hecht
Haiyan Huang
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Namrata Agrawal ++++Gninet Dagnogo
Abhinav Ahuja Miaoli Deng
Ziad Mansour Altassan Antonio Di Nunzio
Hayk Balayan Doan Ngoc Binh
Talal Bugshan Cody Driscoll
Michelle Bui Estelle Ene
Mario Burton Michael Geddis
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE {contmued}
Darshana Gor Nguyen Tuan Phong
Timothy Gray Abdulaziz Osman
Brian George Harrington Divya Patel
Wenchao He Junyi Peng
Ayush Jain ++++Bich N. Pham
Chintan Jangla Khanh Quach
Amruta Khedekar Priya Suhag
Faizan Laqa AM Nghi Tang
AM Qing Li Hai Hoang Tran
Maximillian Lozano Quang Tran
Arushi Malhotra ++++01abode Tunde-Lukan
Pranathi Kesireddy ++++Nestor Uribe
Joshua Richard McKenna Porntida Yansomboon
Anthony W. Nelson Sijia Zou
+++*Anh Nguyen
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL SERVICES & BANKING
Restituta Eleonora Ikuzwe
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Shannon Anderson Wousthanya Dumornay
Johnson Nsonya Ashu Lidy M. Edmond
Deizy Barbosa Bernard Ewah
Dana Bickelman Allan J. Ferullo, Jr.
Lianne M. Bishop Amy Fidalgo
Alvina Brevard Ella Blythe Froggatt
Lawrence Calderone ## Allie Goldsmith
Brenna Callahan # Sam M. Gonyea
### Tyler Brent Carlton Sheetal Kushare Grande
Megan Johanna Caron Blair Haney
Emmanuello Distephano Carrenard Shey Jaboin
Catalina Carvajal Aja Ja’net Taylor James
Oumou Cherif Molly Fitzpatrick Kean
Jason Clark Kyle Kennedy
Christopher Mark Delano # Stanford T. Law
Amber Taylor Dickerson Tran Le
Nicole Paige DiOrio ### William Martin Lemos
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The key for the symbols used on these pages can be found on page 12.
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION {continued}
Marylou Leonhard 
Kevin Lessard 
Alexander A. Lorenzo 
Emily Renee Martin 
Jonathan Mercurio 




Kristen Elise Pennucci 
Kolbe Phelps 
Jeffrey Chester Powalisz 
Erin Quinn
Alicia Katherine Robillon 
Elizabeth Ann Roche
Christopher R. Schweitzer 
Ivana Y. Serret 
Nastasia Bastien-Shah 
Jason Silva 
Corey J. Silvia 
Alisa M. Skatrud 
Mallory Jane Sullivan 
Brian Joseph Teague 
Alexander B. Terry 
Kathleen Thompson 
Saturnin Kossi Tomeho 
Kellie M. Vehlies 
Natasha J. Waden 
### Joshua Weissman LaFrance
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
** Stephen An 
Anika Apar 
++ Regine Aristilde 
+ Matthew Frederick Bartling 
Michael Stephen Baryski 
Alii Bayko 
++ Amber Bobinsky 
+ Rachel Braccini 
Robert Braza 
Zarina S. Burks 
Adelaida Camilo 
Alexander Cates 
++ Christopher Chetty 
Sarah Chiodi
Nicole Josephine Coccoluto 
Jalisa Colcord 
Ryan S. Collins 
Esther Olamide Dada 
++*+Gninet Dagnogo
Christopher De Resende 




Joseph Jackson Edouard 
Amy Esmeralda Erazo 
Yarini Espinal
Gisela Maria S. Fernandez 
Sydney Fonseca 
Yekaterina Fuchs 
Nathan David Furnas 
Nilda Goncalves 
Priyanka Guha 
Robert Lawrence Gustison, 11 
Syed M. Khader Hasan 
Susan Claire Healey




+++ Nathaly Insixiengmay 
Amie Jaiteh













MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION {continued}
Christine Magnoni 
++ Audrey Mansolillo 




Stephen A. McGrath 
++ Bernard Meyler




** Donandrea Myette 
Carrie Rose Nagle 
Aimee E. Newell 
++++Anh Nguyen
Tuan Anh Nguyen 
Vu Nguyen 
Usaila O’Brien 
Bethany Osamede Ogbeifun 
Kasey Lynn O’Keefe 
0 Isabela Olschowsky Daudt 
++++Bich N. Pbam 
Matthew Powers
Jose Antonio Quintanal Carbonell 
Bryan Paul Ratliff 
Sheamus Reardon
Urrooj Rehman 












+ Richard S. Tannenbaum 
Sara Tasney 







++ Selena Wong 
Julie M. Woodsum 
Kara Zebrowski 
Martin Zuk
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Yaramalies Davila 
Lawrence J. Drew, 11 
Teresa T. Gaetos 
Aimee T. Galindo-Pena 
Carissa Ann Kelly 
Blake Kinsler 
David A. Lewis 
Ye Li
Tina Phan McLaughlin 
Janet Lewis O’Malley 
Gregory Osias 





+ MBA/JD Dual-Degree Candidate 
++ MBA/MSA Dual-Degree Candidate 
+++ MBA/MSBA Dual-Degree Candidate 
MBA/MSF Dual-Degree Candidate 
it MPA/JD Dual-Degree Candidate 
HH MPA/MSCJS Dual-Degree Candidate
### MPA/MSPS Dual-Degree Candidate 
A MSA/MST Dual-Degree Candidate 
AA MSA/MSBA Dual-Degree Candidate 
AAA MSA/MSF Dual-Degree Candidate 




BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION






Khalid Abdulhamid Abubaker 




Marcos Ades Dayan 
Joseph Admirand 
Fahad Akhtar
* Seda Akman 
**Saad Khalil Albilali
Ahmed Mubarak Bin 
Hamooda A1 Dhaheri 
Mudhafar A1 Mansoori
* Khaled A1 Muhaidib 
Faisal Mansour A1 Saud 
Hamad T. Al-Khalifa 






* Maria Alejandra Alberti Gomez
* Majed AlBlooshi 
Erfaneh Alemi
* Maria Alepede
* Danah AlFawaz 
Kelsey Alger
* Angela AlGosaibi 
Nahar Alkhaldi
‘Abdulla Alkhoori
* Ali Mohamed Haji Alkhoori
* Khalid Alkhoori 
** Bridget Allison 
*** Sage Allott
Khalid Mohammed Almubarak 






Cristina Elena Amaro Davila 
Rafael Anaya
"Juan Jose Andrade Rojas 
Cedric Anglade 






Alejandro Avila Gasperin 
Veronika Baboun 
*Juan Pablo Baca Camberos 
Erik Baghdasaryan 
Vahe Balagyozyan 
" Elizabeth Bally 
‘Juan C. Barragan 
Heidy Barreiro 
Samuel Bartlett 
Emilie Cecilia Bean 
Anthony Bellanti 
Sabrina Belloste
‘ Alexis Vianney Beltran Villarreal 
Joshua Bergman 
Gabrielle Berry
Giuliana Maria Bibolini Manzoni 
Dana Binladen 
‘Thomas Edward Bishop 
" Christina Mae Blau 
Julia Elizabeth Bodoni 
"‘ Emily Catherine Booth 
Oussama Boutaleb 
Yazid Adam Bouzid 




‘ Timothy Brigham 
" Evan Mitchell Bright 
" Mikhail Bryan 
‘Thanh Bui 
Thanh Ha Bui 
William Burke 












* Anastasia Demetra Carafotes 
Anthony Carbone
Kenefy Carvajal
Andres Felipe Castaneda Caicedo 
Ivana Castillo
* Sarina D. Cerulli
* Sittipat Chaimuttayompol 
Cameron Chang
* Hasna Chemaou 
*** Guiying Chen






** Sally Xiu Chen 
Sen Chen 
Siyu Chen




* Nicole Chiriboga 
*** Matyas Chlebovsky
Pei Ju Chou 
Julie Chow 
Leangcheng Chrea 
*** Zachary Martin Ciampa
* Andrew T. Cicale 
Larisa Cifric




Roberto A. Cohen 
Seth Coiley






Maya Candace Cormier 
Mariana Correa 
Berk Coskun 
Christopher R. Costa 
Alec Costanza 
Trevor Craig 





* Montana Darling 
** Inderpal Dass
*** Hannah Davies 
‘Jason D. Davison 
‘ Grecia De La Gala 
Andrea Delfino Borden 
‘ Sara DeMarco 
Erdogan Demiroren 
Alexander DeSaulnier 
‘ Loren Desouza 
‘Alvin Di 
Stefano Di Lanzo 
‘ Mohamed Diagne 
“‘ Anh Dien 
“‘ Phuong Hoa Dinh 
‘ Steven Diprizio 
‘Jim Djema 
‘ Khang Vinh Doan 
“‘ Abbey Dodge 
“‘ Olivia Dorak 
Bianca Dugue 
Stella Dunbar 
Nbi Hoang Lan Duong 
Jacob Durand 
“ Allison Durett 
‘ Hannah Durrant 
‘Jason Thomas Dussault 
‘Kenji Dustin 
Mikhail Dyreby
Mohamed Abdelmoneim Elenani 
‘ Mounir Elhout 
James Emello 
Laughter Emmanuel
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude ‘ Cum Laude
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
' Alejandra Escobar Marlene Rodrigues
' Allison Espindola Carlos F. Gonzalez Ong
Jose Manuel Espinosa Jimmy A. Gonzalez G.
' Rami Esrawi * Leonard Goodwin
Kelsey Fagan Jacob Gordon
John Fahey Jolise Grant
Tony Fan ** Vincent Grimaldi
Daniel Farrohi Jack Anthony Grosser
Alejandro Fas *** Marissa Rose Gudauskas
Alicia Feliciano Elsy Guillen Loria
Jamia Fernandes Feng Guo
Bernardo Fernandez *Hai Pbu Ha
Jenna Ferraro Minh Ha
Marcos Ferreira * Michael Hagopian
Nicholas Figueras-Dotti ** Chrystina Hai
Timothy Victor Figueroa Noah Hall
' Antonio Francesco Fiorentino Ali Hamidaddin
Kristy Ann Fitzpatrick Andrew James Hanides
Jacob Flax Evan Ross Hanono
Morgan Flebeau Paige Hansen
Jaclyn Elizabeth Flint Kevin Harte
Jessica Marie Foggarty * Sean Harvey
Jacquelyne Foley Muhammad Hassan
Sheila Antonietta Fossi Nathan Lee Hatley
Juan Diego Franco Tessy Nour Hatoum
Mollie Freedman Kate Hayes
Mauro Freitas Jiamin He
Magomedrasul Gadzhiev Jiaxin He
Heather Gaglio *** Connor Henry
Antonietta Galue *** Sean Patrick Henry
Yutian Gan ‘Javier Hermana
Paige Theresa Garabedian Kevin Hine
Eduardo Garcia Uriarte Michael Ho
Luis Garcia Vano Nhi Bao Hoang
Alexander Garrison Bryan Hodgdon
Caleb Gauvin Samuel C. Holl
Jinying Ge Emory Holmes
Courtney Elizabeth Genova ‘John Hosker
Nina Geosano ‘ Taylor Hosseini
Theodore Gergos Mila Hristova
Antonino Giarratano Jiacheng Hu
Milena Gigliotti Teran “‘Jiaen Hu
Delaney Gill Hsi-Chen Huang
James Gill JoJo JingJing Huang
John Patrick Gillespie ‘ Kunpeng Huang
Helena Glenzer “ Hiep Tan Huynh
lima Golemi ‘ Patricia Huynh
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Berlaine Hylaire 
Edward Hynes





Shoan Salam Jalal 









** Marlene Jondoh 
Abdulelah Saud Kaki
*** Rei Kalemi 
Joan Kallogjeri 
Daniel Kalo
* Kayleigh Margaret Kane
* Artem Karnaukhov
* loannis Kartalis
* Robert Kelleher 
Shane A. Kelley 
Anthony Khatsenkov
** Yacoub Khattary 
Safwan Rahid Khondker 
Joanna Kimborowicz 
Keenan K. Kimetto
* Abigail Kind 











* Kyra Emilene Larkin
* Matthew Robert Larkin
* Guy-Rie Deborah Larosiliere
*** Andy Lau
* Patrick Joseph Lavan 
Chausheung Lee
* Trevor Jason Lee 
Megan Leesha 
Armando Leiva Pinto 
Joselyn Leiva












* Cheng Guan Lim 
Shilla Dita Limarga 
Jianfeng Lin
* Yaqing Lin
* Martina Lipinska 
Hector Leonardo Liriano
* Alcida Marie Litchfield




* Yixian Liu 
Yu Liu
* David Londono 
Jimmy Lopez
* Nicolas Lopez 
Mariana Lora
* Mengmeng Lu
* Rasidi Luhembo 
Jingjie Lyu
** Walter Macaulay
* Marena MacKay 
Abdulmajeed Madani 
Annie Elisabeth Madden
* Alex Carmen Maghsoudi 
Maher Mahmood
* Nikita Mahulkar 
Shuru Mai
' Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
18
Ahmad Makki 
** Ian M. Maksut 
Yingzhi Mao 




* Karen Cristina Martinez Merino 
*** Suzanne Michelle Martley
Peter Masch
* Jamie Mason 
"Jack Massari
Shane Camden Mathews 
Mario Jaime Mathiss 
Zakia Matuber 
Jorge Matuk Geigner 
Julia McCarthy
* McKenzie McGrath 
Kristen Mclntire
* Rachael Mclver
* Garrett McMaster 










* Anderson C. Mitchell
Omar Wael Mohamed Elgendy 
Mohammed Tahsin Mohammed 
Jean Paul Montagut 
Connor Moran 
Pablo Alberto More 
** Autumn Mortice 
** Kaitlin Morrill
* Lucas Silva
Christopher Medeiros Mourato 
•Zulim Moy 
*** Brendan Murphy





Daniela Angelica Naranjo Martin 
* Sanderson Nascimento 
Celime Marie Nasser Ferrari 
Daniel Nelson 
‘Tenzing Jigmey Nepali 
‘‘‘ Rachel Neves 
‘ Kevin Ngo 
Yoann Nguesso 
‘‘ Anh Phuong Nguyen 
Bao Thai Nguyen 
‘‘‘ Kevin Nguyen 
‘‘‘ HaMy Nguyen 
Phuong Nguyen 
‘‘‘Thao Nguyen
Linh Nguyen Khanh Phan 
‘Badr Nibrasse 
Ismail Nibrasse 
Priscilla O. Nkwantabisa 
‘ Makayla Norden 
‘‘‘ Brandi Lee Noseworthy 
‘ Enrique Antonio Nova 
Oleg Novikov 
Colleen Elizabeth Nulty 
‘ Mitchell O’Connor 
Joseph O’Hayon 
‘ Shan Li Ong 
Jose Agustin Oropesa Leon 
Emiliano Ortega-Deriquer 
‘ Victoria Ortiz Molina 
‘ Hayden Taylor Pace 




‘ Christopher John Parnagian 
Brijesh Patel 
‘‘ Helly Patel 
Roshni Patel 
Marcella Peixoto 
Jose Antonio Pena Ferro 
Gabriel Pena Figueras-Dotti 
‘‘Jessie Pena Ramirez 
Sheng Yang Peng 
‘ Yiping Peng 
Yuheng Peng 
Hayley Cicchese Perry














* Grace El Olivia Purba
* Samar Zuhair H. Qarut 
Kevin Querusio
Sarah Quinones Myers 
Digvijay Rajput 
Sophie Jeanne Ramiarinjaona 
Nicole Ramkissoon 
Den Rana
•Jack Melvin Rany 
Mollie Reardon 
Megan Kate Reed
* Noel Rainey 
Marissa Reese 
Christian Reilly
* Benjamin Matthew Reis 
Michael J. Reynolds 
Bahia Riahy
** Malik Richard 
Owen Richard
** Isabel Grace Riestra Guiance
** Andreas Ringheim
* Luca Rink




* Mikayla Romano 
Edwin Romero
* Pedro Pablo Ropain Olarte
* Selim Roushdy
* Michael Royce
** Andrea Cameron Royo
* Andrea P. Rueda 
Jeffrey Robert Rusconi II




Badr Saud Saeed Sanad
'Alejandro Sardi Blum 
Sebastian Sardi Blum 
Daniel Saul
Chonticha Sawatyanon
* Tbea Sayward 
Mohamed Sbai
* Margaret Secakusuma 
Mobamed Bassel Selim
* Lintheara Ky Seng 
Khumoyun Shadiev
** Rijma Shakya 
*** Danielle Shames
* Rebecca Shawver
* Meghan Shea 
Daniel Sheridan
* Kleanthi Shkurti





*** Tori Amber Silva 
Brandon Simas
* Michael William Simms 
*** Eduard Sindiukov
•Jean Wongly Sine 
Albert Sletten Larsson 
Aaron Sliski 
Shannon Jeanne Smith
** Ryan Snow 
Nicholas Sotiropoulos
* Louis Spaziani
* Sarah Bennett Speeches
** Phillip Stamatos
Faisal Murad Suleiman 
Heba Asad Sumbal 
Kevin Sun
* Lane Sutton
* Kseniya Synkevych 
Ibrahim Rayan Tabbara
* Lew Brennan Talon 
*** Kee Ren Tan
' Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
* Kok Leong Tan
* Lingzhi Tan
Alexander Bichara Taraboulsi 
Jade B. Taraboulsi








Katelyn Daly Tierney 
Orhan Itimat Tilki 
Fernando Jose Tome Flores
* Xhensika Toto 
Cady A. Toussaint
Donald Konstantinos Trakakis
* Chi Due Tran 
Diem Thi Ngoc Tran 
Hoang Tran
Diego Jose Traversari
* Nathan Jay Triepke
* Connor Troio 
•Frank Trojano
* Stephanie Trujillo Holguin 
Ria Turkhia
** Brian Glen Undlin 
Giorgina Uzcategui Badell 
Orlando Vaca Antelo 
Sophie Vaidya
•Valentina Valderrabano Arias 
Sebastian Valencia
* Nicholas Valentine
* Paola Vangjeli 
Dana Varmahmoodi 
Amanda Andrade
* Shantel Vigliotta 
•• Ashton Vigueras
* Dario James Vitagliano 
Anastasiia Vladimirova 
Son H. Vo
* Rabbia Waheed 
•Htet Ei Wai
Akito Wakamatsu 
•• Worth Walrod 
•• Bethany Walsh
Cheng-Yu Wang 
••• Chengzhuo (Victor) Wang 
Chi Wang
• Hongda Wang
• Linmei Wang 
Sitong Wang




Veronika Nadia Welz 
Thet Tun (Devu) Win Tin




•• Xian Feng Wu 
Yipei Xiao
• Yiyi Xing 
Chang Xu





Gabriel Alejandro Yuja Diek 
Tatiana Yung Wu 
Majed Yusuf
Edgardo Zambrano Navarro 
Joseph Zampitella 
Tyler Zell
• Weihao Zeng 
Nina Zeytoonian 
Tong Zhang
• Yingying Zhang 
Zhan Zhang 
Peng Zhao




• Zhou RuTong 
Yunan Zhou




••• Sumtna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS
Seda Akman Andy Lau
Sage E. Allott Martina Lipinska
Elizabeth Bally Briana Liu
Christina M. Blau Karen C. Martinez Merino
Emily C. Booth Suzanne M. Martley
Guiying Chen Rachael K. Mclver
Matyas Chlebovsky Deveney J. Melanson
Zachary M. Ciampa Autumn R. Mortice
Andrew T. Cicale Kaitlin A. Morrill
Torielle L. Conno Brendan Murphy
Hannah M. Davies Rachel Neves
Sara J. DeMarco My H. Nguyen
Abbey K. Dodge Makayla R. Norden
Olivia J. Dorak Mitchell R. O’Connor
Jason Dussault Jenna L. Palumbo
Kenji A. Dustin Helly S. Patel
Allison Espindola Jessie Pena Ramirez
Jose Manuel Espinosa Morgan S. Robb
Jacquelyne E. Foley Michael J. Royce
Courtney E. Genova Andrea C. Royo
lima Golemi August S. Russo
Marissa R. Gudauskas Margaret G. Secakusuma
Chrystina Hai Danielle R. Shames
Connor R. Henry Tori A. Silva
Sean Henry Eduard Sindiukov
Javier Hermana de Rojas Phillip Stamatos
Phuong Hoa N. Dinh Lane Sutton
Marlene Jondoh Kee Ren Tan
Rei Kalemi Rabbia Waheed
Abigail E Kind Chengzhuo Wang
Kyra E. Larkin Xian Feng Wu
Matthew R. Larkin Aaron R. Yaniro
GRIFFIN FELLOWS
Thomas E. Bishop Alcida Litchfield
Meredith N. Cahill Jamie Mason
Mr. Nicholas A. Cirino Jack Massari
Jonathan Crawley Victoria Ortiz Molina
Jason D. Davison Jillian M. Papa
Loren Desouza Francesco A. Puopolo
Hannah Durrant Noel R. Reed
Mounir Elhout Mohamed B. Sbai
Tony Fan Ryan M. Snow
Paige T. Garabedian Scott M. Terchiak
Jack A. Grosser Diem Tran




Sandy Matava, Faculty Adviser
Suffolk University is a charter member of the National Honor Society for Public Affairs and 





Sam M. Gonyea 
Sheetal Kushare Grande 




Cynthia L. Reed 
Alicia Katherine Robillon 
Mallory J. Sullivan 




Michael Behnam, Faculty Adviser
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society for accredited business programs 
of AACSB International, is the highest national scholarship honor that a student in a school of 
business or management can achieve. To be eligible for membership, students must rank in the top 
10 percent of their junior or senior class or the top 20 percent of their master’s class.














MASTER S DEGREE CANDIDATES
Alii Bayko Tristan Ostronic
Sarah Chiodi Jalshree Pandya
Antonio Di Nunzio Eric Pinkham
Allison Dupont Anup Kantilal Rita
Brikena Duro Lauren Robinson
Tatiana Grava Martha Safien
Jason Martin Anthony Savani
John McLaughlin Fabiana Stark
Bernard Meyler Sheri Taylor
Gregory Mirliss Brooke VanRosendael
Aimee Newell Yanhua Wang
Allison Noble Julie Woodsum
Usaila O’Brien Sijia Zou
Isabela Olschowsky Daudt Nicole Zouharis
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COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Prelude





Hind Habbach, BA ’09 
Alumni Marshal
Sabrina Ali, BS ’19 Douglas Botelho, BS ’19
Larissa Azevedo Birotte, BS ’19 Shannon Marie Glynn, MEd ’19
Jared Berman, MEd ’19 Joanna Abram Rovin, BA ’19
Student Marshals
Call to Commencement Exercises 
A. Maria Toyoda 
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
National Anthem 
Rebecca Zama, BA ’19
Presidenfs Remarks 
Marisa J. Kelly 
President
Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree 
Robert Bellinger 
Associate Professor, History
Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters 
Commencement Address 
Ruth E. Carter
Academy Award-Winning Costume Designer 
Class Greetings
Margaret R. Randall, BS/MA ’19
Conferring of Graduate Degrees







KEYNOTE SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT: 
RUTH E. CARTER
Revealing a character’s essence through costume design has 
brought Ruth E. Carter accolades as an “essential visual 
storyteller of Afrofuturism.”
Carter, originally from Springfield, Massachusetts, has played 
a significant role in shaping the personas of characters in more 
than 60 film and TV productions during a three-decade 
career. She won an Oscar for best costume design for her 
work on the 2018 Maryel Studios blockbuster Black Panther, 
with costumes that not only gave authenticity to an imagined 
world but also are influencing the world of fashion. The 
Wakandian attire melds a sci-fi vibe with carefully researched 
African motifs. Its influences include the color symbolism of 
the Maasai people of Kenya and Tanzania and the jewelry of 
Ndebele women in southern Africa. Photo credit, Jaxon Photo Group
Previous Academy Award nominations for costume design came for her work on Spike Lee’s 
Malcolm X—one of more than 10 films she worked on with the director and actor—and Steven 
Spielberg’s Amistad. Carter also was nominated for an Emmy for the 2016 reboot of Roots.
Carter’s imagination is a key to her designs, but she also is known for her comprehensive 
research in recreating the clothing of different times and places. She created clothing that 
might have been worn by a 19th-century Spanish queen and by African slaves for Amistad.
She recreated the look and feel of the civil rights era for actors playing the Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., his allies, and his adversaries for Ava Duvernay’s Selma. And she captured the fashion 
vibe of 1980s Bedford-Stuyvesant for Lee’s Do the Right Thing.
A “Heroes and Sheroes” exhibit of her work has toured the United States in 2018-19, and the 
fashion industry recently honored Carter for her iconic work in some of the most influential 
films in U.S. history. She told guests at an event that she was attracted to costume design 
through “these stories of African American culture, this story of our journey. When I started,
I didn’t see very much of us, and I really in my heart wanted to tell my stories.”




DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Alexandra Dick
Dissertation: A Multi-Method Investigation of 
the Relationship Between Self-Compassion 
and Attachment
Daniel Millstein
Dissertation: A Kindness-Based Meditation 
Program for Promoting Interpersonal 
Functioning in First-Year College Students
Grace Gu
Dissertation: Learning Gains from a One-Day 
Training in Acceptance-Based Behavior
Therapy
Jessica Jie Pan
Dissertation: Speech and Language 
Contributions to Executive Functioning in 
Typical Neurodevelopment
Jenesse Kaitz
Dissertation: Providers’ Perspectives on
Women’s Integrated Healthcare: An
Exploratory Study
Kerrie Pieloch
Dissertation: Multilevel Resilience 
Characteristics of Youth Who Are at Risk for 
Trauma
Lourah Kelly
Dissertation: Applying Social Interpersonal
Theory and the Three Step Ideation-to-Action 
Theory to Passive Suicidal Ideation in College 
Students
Kristin Serowik
Dissertation: The Mindful Way Through 
Anxiety
Amanda Jewell Khan
Dissertation: The Additive Effect of Social 
Anxiety Disorder on Learning in Veterans 
with Unipolar Depression f
MASTER OF ARTS IN APPLIED POLITICS
### Margaret Randall
MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION
Alexia Boukou 
Onyeka Alvaro Egonu 
Victoria A. Faieta 
Jennifer Finnigan 
Ana Fernanda Hidalgo 













MASTER OF ARTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
Ashley Banks 
Yi-Jou (Cindy) Chen 




Brooke Lori Rauseo 
Akshara Ravilla 
Juhi Shah
Elizabeth Nicole Lightner Taylor
MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE















Maureen Elizabeth Bradley 
Tegan Isabella George 
Shawn Gilhuly 











Elise Christine Yonika 
Katherine Itzel Zamora
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Laura Jane Austin 
Sarah Whitall Hopkins 





MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CRIME & JUSTICE STUDIES
• Lexsey Almeida 
Elizabeth Amaseimogha
## Uchenna Amogu 
••• Kristen Armstrong 
## Leslie Bala
• Meron Saba Girmaiy 
••• Allie Goldsmith
## Karen Elizabeth Huang 
Joseph Krivoy 
# Elizabeth Le 
## Anna Margaryan 
Christen McLaughlin 
Caroline Nicole Norton 
Julia Nicole Santos
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ETHICS & PUBLIC POLICY
Vincent Barnovsky Kiana Marie Mondesir
Robert Lee Brutus III Marcia G. Perkins
Victoria Gemme Zachary Stinchfield
Michael Johnston Marcus Taylor
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
• Lexsey Almeida Adela Hruby
Emily Carlson Samantha Krevalin
Christopher Darcy Taylor Lester
Domenique Marie DeLucia Zachary Andrew Robertson
Hannah Dillis #### Dylan Rose Santos
• Meron Saba Girmaiy
Kaileigh Hogan
Sasikorn Suebtrakul
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
•• Tyler Brent Carlton Jonathan Jordan
Rebecca Casey •• William Martin Lemos
Amanda Chieco Montana Katherine MacRae
Dana Childs Leila Oumy Ndiaye
Michelle Contos •• Kingsley Njoku
Marlena Crandall Kristina Chizoba Ofoedu
Mahmut Ertus Yash Patel
Yves Mary Jean ••Joshua Weissman LaFrance
CERTIFICATE OF DISABILITY SERVICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Tanya Milette Haley Michael Riordan
CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED 
HEALTH COUNSELING
GRADUATE STUDY IN MENTAL
Sarah Parsons
• MSCJS/MSMHC Master of Science in Crime 8c Justice Studies/Master of Science in Mental Health Counseling Dual-Degree Candidate 
•• MSPS/MPA Master of Science in Political Science/Master of Public Administration Dual-Degree Candidate
••• MSCJS/MPA Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies/Master of Public Administration Dual-Degree Candidate 
•••• MSCJS/JD Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies/Juris Doctor Dual-Degree Candidate
# BA/MSCJS Bachelor of Arts/Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies Dual-Degree Candidate 
## BS/MSCJS Bachelor of Science/Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies Dual-Degree Candidate
### BS/MAAP Bachelor of Science/Master of Arts in Applied Politics Dual-Degree Candidate 




Richard Sweeney, BS honorary, posthumous 
^ Nicholas Abbene, BS 
Domenic Abbondanza, BS 
Mira Abouseif, BFA 
Jacob Roger Adams, BS 
Alexandra Addison, BS 
Pantea Ahmadi, CTPB 
Nasif Ahmed, BS 
'■ Noora A1 Fadhel, BA 
Flessa A1 Mahmood, BS 
' Reda A1 Quwaisem, BSE 
' Jordan Albrizio, BA 
' Maria Aldalati, BS 
Isabella Aleman Suarez, BA 
Mohammed (Allen) Alfadhel, BS 
Jessica Jamilet Alfaro, BS 
Rana Algrenawi, BS 
Abdullah S. Alharbi, BS 
' Sabrina Ali, BS 
' Rayan Wahid Aljelaly, BA 
Hassan Abdullraof Almarar, BS 
Bandar Almohsen, BA 
Sarnia Faisal Almotairi, CRTT 
Lujane Almustafa, BS 
Ziyad Saud Alnasser, BSE 
Yasmeen Alomair, BEA 
Muntasir Aloufi, BSE 
Sorour Alsharif, BS 
Kedesch Altidort, BS 
Michelle Altieri, BEA 
' Adriana Alvarez, BA 
Abdulmalik Alzamil, BS 
' Antonio Amaro Diaz, BS 
* Uchenna Amogu, BS, MSCJS 
' Deveney Andrade, BS 
Gabriel Andreottola, BSE 
Aspen Andrew, BS 
' Alexzandra Andrews, BS 
Christina Annunziata, BS 
‘ Diane Appaix-Castro, BEA 
Artur Arakelyan, BS 
Milagros Araujo Medina, BS 
(■ Michelle Archer da Silva, BA 
George Arenas Alarcon, BS 
‘ Louis Areniello, BS
Jefferson Ariaga, BSE 
John Michael Aschenbach, BA 
Nicole Asquino, BS 
Joelle Ataya, BA 
Anna Avgoustis, BFA 
Larissa Azevedo Birotte, BS 
*** Ashlee Marie Backhus, BS
* Emma Baerny, BS 
Keylah Baez, BS
Susan Baghough, BS, CRTP
* Leslie Bala, BS, MSCJS
* Tatiana Isabel Barreras Mendez, BA
* William Patrick Barry, BFA 
Tonny Barua, BA
»Charles Batchelder, BS 
** Celia Baybutt, BA 
Marie Bazarbachian, BS 
Paul Bellino, BS 
Rakan Ibrahim Benbrikan, BSE 
Jonathan Berakah, BS 
Erick William Bergstrom, BS 
** Veronica N. Bernardo, BS 
Nishan Bindra, BS 
*** Allison Rose Blackburn, BA
* Melanie Blake, BA 
Isadora Blanchard, BS
* David Blatman, BA 
Blair Bogle, BA 
Tatianna Bonds, BS
** Matthew Thomas Borges, BS 
** Douglas Botelho, BS 
Mariam Bouchouar, BS 
Taylorlee Bourgoin, BS 
Patrick Bowden, BGS 
Nicoleen Amelia Sansoucie Boyle, BS 
Jose Daniel Bravo, BA 
Julia Bregy, BA
* Gianna Brimlow, BS 
*** Olivia Brooks, BA
Yvonne Broufas, BS 
** Sydnee Marie Bruce, BS 
Molly Bryan, BS 
Jessie Bui, BS
* Dante Buonopane, BS
* John Burke, BS, CRTP
Summa Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *Cum Laude +++Highest Distinction ++High Distinction 




» Hope Burnside, BA, CRTT 
Philip Butler, BS
Ashaunna Butler-Smith, BS, CRTT 
*** Evanyolina Butten, BA 
Due Tuan Cai, BS 
Tomas Calemczuk, BS 
**"’ Benjamin Calitri, BS 
Alicia Cantrell, BS
» Kate Carignan, BS 
Kelly Michele Carlson, BA 
Alejandro Carro Mendoza, BS 
Catherine Simone Renee Carter, BS 
Stephanie Jamie Carter, BS 
Isadora Carvalho, BS
* Joseph Daniel Casale, Jr., BS 
Bradley Casalinuovo, BS 
Joseph Cascetti, BS
* Jordan Casey, BS 
Grady Cashman, BA 
Zachary Castagnola, BS 
Andres Cayuela, BA
* Hannah Cechini, BA
*■ Brandon Cells Santana, BA 
** Abigail Rose Centrella, BS
* Magdalena Cermola, BA 
Benjamin Chan, BS
** Courtney Rae Chaney, BA 
Danny Chann, BS 
Liandra Charette, BFA 
*** Thomas Charpentier, BA 
Joanna Chen, BS 
Yu Chen, BS
Arielle Olivia Chiarelli, BS 
Adriana Chinchilla Salgado, BA 
Yen Leng Chow, BS
“Jocelyn Ciarlone, BS 
Aleksa Marija Cieri, BS 
Salvatore Goto, BA 
Elena Cisneros Garcia, BA
*"■ Micaela Clark, BA 
Charles Clipstone, BA 
Harrison Cohn, BS 
* Charlotte Cole, BS 
Sarah Cole, BS
Bettina Michelle Collet Mejias, BA
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Full degree names can be found on page 38.
**
**
Jean-Waly Collin, BA 
Gabriella Constantino, BS 
Kathryn Grace Conway, BS 
Eliza Core, BS 
Kelly Lynn Cornelison, BA 
Luis M. Correa, BA 
Luciana Fernandes Costa, BA 
Elie Crief, BS 
Joshua Cronin, BS 
Michael Anthony Crossan, BA 
Arianne Crossen, BS 
Patrick Croteau, BS 
Lisa Ann Crouse, BGS 
Kyle Crozier, BS 
Katherine Anne Cruikshank, BS 
Jade Cruz, BS
Jazmin Elizabeth Cruz-Flores, BA 
Matthew Cubetus, BA 
Christina Cucurullo, BA 
Angela Cutone, BA 
Steven Atwood D’Agostino, BS 
Haya Dajani, BA 
Nicolette Suna Dalo, BS 
Haley Bennett Dame, BS 
Briana Rose D’Amelio, BS 
Daniella Daneilas, BS 
Linh Thao Dang, BS 
Cree Daniels, BFA 
Gabrielle D’Antona, BA 
Lucia De La Garza, BS 
Neusa Silva De Pina, BS 
Rowan Dean, BA 
Samuel Deans, BA 
Hannah DelCervo, BA 
Christopher Parker Demers, BS 
Elena Marina Derrouche, BS 
Hayley Shonagh Desroches, BFA 
Samantha Devito, BS 
Roman Deyak, BSE 
Yvonne Dhimitri, BA 
Sabrina Dias, BA 
Kaylee DiCamillo, BS 
Christopher DiCato, BS 
Quinton Dietz, BS 
Ariana DiFelice, BA
i
*** Aine Mary Dillon, BS
* Andrew Dillon, BS
***• Kasey Jason DiLoreto, BA 
»»» Deveny Dionne, BS 
Anthony DiPierro, BS 
Samantha DiPlacido, BS
* Anh Van Do, BS 
Huong Dieu Do, BA
* Stephanie Daniela Dodwell, BA 
Annemarie G. Donovan, BGS
** Julia Donovan, BA
Karl-Arthur Dorcent, BFA 
Shaina Steffy Zaifa Dorlean, BS 
Emma Catherine Dougherty, BA, CRTT 
Matthew M. Dougherty, BS 
*** Lindsay Erin Doyle, BS, CRTT 
Meagan Dreher, BA
» Taylor M. Driscoll, BS 
Nicole Drucker, BA
** Luisa Sampaio Drumond, BS 
*** Brianna Duffy, BS, CRTT 
Thomas Dufton, BA 
*** Delaney Dunlap, BS 
Taisha Dupre, BS 
Marisa Durbin, BS 
Tessa Duzz, BA 
Jennifer Eaton, BS
* Hannah Lee Edmond, BS 
Fatma El Bastawesy, BS 
Stelios Eleftheriou, BS
* Dina Amr El Essawi, BFA
* Margot Embree, BFA
* Ryan Lee Emma, BS 
Merin English, BS
* * Sierra Ennis, BS
* Holly Ann Erickson, BA 
Elliot Erwin, BS
* Alexandra Esposito, BS 
Gabriel Esposito, BS
* Etianna Alcius Etienne, BS 
Samuel John Everett III, BS 
Lilianne Viola Exinor, BS
* Evelyn Elena Ezquerro, BA
* Jake Louis Facchetti, BS
* Samantha Fagone, BA
Hilary Fan, BA 
Rachel M. Fancy, BS
* Tamara Suhail Farah, BFA 
Abdulaziz Fayez, BFA
** Emma Feeney, BA
* Teresa Feijoo, BS 
Lome Fellows, BS 
Rachel Ferdinand, BS 
David Fernandes-Smith, BS 
Stephen Ferrante, BA 
Julianna Cecile Fielding, BFA 
Grant Bellows Fishman, BS 
Jennifer Flagg, BS
Sophia Flohr, BA 
John Michael Foley, BS 
** Meagan French, BA 
Ryan Frey, CRTT 
Daniel Frizzell, BS
* Amy Gagnon, BS
* SaiDee Gaillard, BS 
Kara Gannon, BS
** Bobby Garces, BSE 
Joshua Garces, BS 
Oriana Garcia, BS
* Isis Almazan Garcia-Rodriguez, BS
* Anacarolina Garzon, BA 
Kimberly Gaskins, CRTG 
James Gatlin, BS 
Betelhem Biru Gemechu, BS 
Kaleigh Gendreau, BS
** James Derek German, BS
* Iman Hameed Ghazi, BS 
Majeed Hameed Ghazi, BS 
Pierce Giamportone, BS 
Bailey Giese, BA
* Matthew M. Gignac, BS 
Daniela Gioioso, BS
* Sharyn H. Gladstone, BA 
Lily Glynn, BA
* Anna Magdalena Golda, BFA 
** Brenna Gomes, BS
Lilia Gordievsky, BS 
** Laurel Katelyn Gozzo, BA 
Roberta Gracia Garza, BA 
Alyssa Gravel, BA
** Sumtna Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude *CumLaude +++Highest Distinction ++High Distinction
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Kelleena Chantell Greaves, BA 
' Colin Greene, BS 
Nadia Grimaud, BS
* Emma Guthrie, BS 
Sadie Haddad, BS
' Elizabeth Hadley, BA 
^ Madison Rose Hagan, BS 
Daniel Robert Haines, BS 
David Mitchell Haines, BS 
Yinjie Han, BFA 
Jillian Ann Hanson, BS 
' Kane Harper, BA 
^ Linda Harper, BS 
Christopher Y. Harrigan, BA 
' Ryan Harris, BS 
^ Khadiga Hassan, BS 
Hamada Hazzoum, BA 
Margaret Hearn, BFA 
^ Katie Hehl, BFA 
Xcanda Ixchel Herrera Lopez, BS 
' Liliana Maria Holguin Marin, BS 
Kaitlin Holmes, BS 
Patrick Holmes, BA 
^ Thomas Aaron Holmes, BS 
^ Spencer Hommel, BS 
Anna Hornal, BFA 
Alexander James Hornecker, BS 
Brian Horner, BS 
► Keith E. Horvath, BS, GRIP 
Shadab Hossain, BS 
Amanda Hough, BS 
Hanane Housni, BS 
Chi-Yuan Huang, BFA 
^ Karen Elizabeth Huang, BS, MSCJS 
Taylor Hughes, BA 
" Daniel Hurley, BA 
Nathan Hurley, BS 
Zachary Hurley, BS 
Awais Hussain, BS 
P. Sabrina larrobino, BS
* John Irizarry, BS
* Alyssa Lynne Jackson, BS 
Meghan Hope Jackson, BS 
Mileika Jaime, BS
* Paris Jan, BSE
Brian Jarvis, BS 
Kaitlyn Marie Jenkins, BS 
Marcus Anthony Jimenez, BS 
** Lily Johnsky, BS
* Anna Johnson, BS 
Laney Johnson, BS
* Peter Johnson, BA, CRTT 
Megan Marie Johnston, BS
* Cassandra Jordan, BA
* Darlley Joselus, BS, CRTP 
David Joseph, BS
Laila Joukhdar, BS 
» Byers Kadow, BA 
Chariya Kaeomani, BS 
Shennamu Kaine, BS
* Chelsea Mugembi Kamuene, BS, CRTP 
Jade Kaplan, BS
Dzenana Karajic, BA 
Sabrina Keenan-Lofstedt, BS
* Janaye Kerr, BA 
Sara Kerr, BA
Shahriar Jean Khaksari, BS 
Marium Jahangir Khan, BA 
Evangeline Kilgannon, BS
* Marion Kleber, BA
» Sarah Konzel, BS, CRTP 
Christina Koutsoukou, BFA 
Raegan Kovacs, BA 
Panupak Kraiwong, BS 
Allyson Kramer, CRTP 
"• Michelle Krasuski, BFA
* Asfendiyar Kumarov, BS 
‘Jillian Kuper, BA
‘ Nicholas LaCreca, BS 
‘ Rory Jason Lambert-Wright, BA 
Cameron Lamoureux, BFA 
Marvin Landaverde Rubio, BS 
Erin J. Larkin, BS 
“ Elizabeth Le, BA, MSCJS
* Halaina Leblanc, BS 
Nefertari Lejeune, BS
‘ Alexandra Jude Lewin, BS 
Haozheng Li, BA 
Jiameng Li, BA 
‘ Grace E. Libby, BA
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Sheila W. Lin, CRTT
Suye Lin, BFA
Yanxi Liu, BS












Michael Joseph MacRae, BS
Brendan Barry Maguire, BA
Serenity J. Mahadeo, BS, CRTP
Grant Mahoney, BA
Lauren Mahoney, BS






Anna Margaryan, BS, MSCJS
Daniel Marifiote, BS
Vanessa C. Mariluz Tirado, BS
Jacob Marino, BA
Susan C. Marino, BS
Victoria Marinzel, BA
Evelyn Marquis, BS
Daelyn Jonae Marrow, CRTT
Heather Marshall, BA
Jared Ethan Marshall, BS
Tomie Martel, BA
Barbara Freitas Martins, BA
Shaza Ayman Mass, BS
Andrew C. Massarotti, BS
Vincent Mastantuno, BS




* Alexandra Maynard, BA 
Zachary Tyler Mazza, BA
' Rebecca McAuliffe, BA 
Clare McDermet, BA
* Brittney Taylor McDonald, BS 
^ Casey McGourty, BA
^ Shannon McLaughlin, BS
* Tyler Bruce McManus, BS 
Terence Nolan McNair, BS
* Douglas Mears, BS 
Hyden Meiler, BS 
Rachael Melia, BA
* Hannah Melissen, BS 
Perla B. Melo, BS
‘ Luana Morals Menezes, BFA
* Dorothy Mensah, BS
* Kimara Grace Fatima Merceron, BA 
Veronika Nubia Metante, BS 
Stavros Metsopoulos, BS
* Sandra Valeria Meza Chavez, BA 
Katherine Miano, BA
William Miller, BA 
Maximilian Milone, BS 
Samantha April Milone, BS 
‘ Benjamin Michael Mimoso, BA 
Karina Grisel Miranda, BA 
^ Rahma Mohamed, BS 
^ Nicholas Montanez, BS 
^ Alyssa Montecalvo, BS 
^ Brittania T. Moodie, BS 
' Farah Morad, BS 
Isabel Morales, CRTT 
^ Jennifer Tecla Morasca, BA 
Daisy Moreno, BS 
’’ Justine Morgan, BS 
^ Andrea Morrone, BA 
' Kally Rose Morse, BA 
Esaba Mortuza, BA 
Kyle Christopher Moschen, BS 
Marianthi Moulis, BS 
' Stiv Mucollari, BS 
Tara E. Muhoza, BS
* Heba Munir, BA
Clevis Alexander Murray, BA 
Tyler William Daniel Murray, BGS
^** Summa Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude *Cum Laude ++*Highest Distinction ++High Distinction
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Aaron Nadler, BS 
Michael Ryan Nally, BS
* Josette Nammour, BS 
Sheikh Nasher, BS, CRTT
* Andrea Nastri, BA 
Andrew Navaroli, BA
*** Emma Nee, BS
Jonathan Nemergut, BS
* Wilsnide Geranah Nerette, BA, CRTT 
** Sabrina Ng, BS
* Anh Minh Nguyen, BFA
* Connie Nguyen, BFA 
Vena Nguyen, BS, CRTT 
Uyen Trang Nguyen Le, BA 
Emily Nicol, BS
* Lily Nilsen, BS 
Iliana Nilsson, BA 
Michelle Nizhnikov, BA 
Jackson Nolan, BS
* Michelle Andreana Nolan, BA 
Jordan Normandia, BS 
Jamilek Nova, BA
Beverly Nwankwo, BS 
Chidera Nwankwo, BA 
** Kelsey O’Connor, BFA 
Karine Oliveira, BA
* Logan O’Neil, BA 
Kayla O’Regan, BS 
Daniel M. Orent, BS 
Sandra Chandrea Ou, BS 
Ester Ovalle, BS 
Dennis Palucki, BSE
* Willamina Zora Panacy, BS 
Jill Panora, BS
** Sabina Patrascu, BA, CRTP 
** Zoey Patten, BS 
Alicia Pauli, BS
* Katrina Pawlowski, BS 
** Christina Payne, BA
* Nicole Peacock, BFA 
Danielle Pecce, BFA
* Leah Pedersen, BS 
Haley Pellan, BS 
Hilary N. Pena, BA
* Enrique Pepen, BS
* Favian Perez, BS
» Gabrielle Lucille Perrin, BA
* Connor Peterson, BS 
Georgios Petridis, BS
Nadia Thanida Pich, BS, CRTT
* Joseph Michael Piemonte, BS 
*** Erin Elizabeth Pierce, BS, CRTT
* Sabrina Tasha Pierre, BS 
Tracy-Jane E. Pierre, BA 
Ana Pita, BFA
** Joanna Carmella Pizzo, BS 
Devan Elisabeth Plourde, BS
* Nancy Pocoli, BA
* Maria Nicole Popp, BS
* Samantha Powell, BS 
Michael Power, BS
Alejandro Pradilla De Bedout, BS
»Aarathi Prakasen, BA 
Anna Pravdica, BA 
Dahyna M. Prophete, BA 
Christopher Rabelo, BSE 
Samson Racioppi, BS 
Shamil Raduev, BS
* Wendy Rocio Ralon, BA
*** Katrina Ancilea Ramkissoon, BA 
Margaret Randall, BS, MA 
Edward Ratner, BS
* Emaan Zainab Rawji, BA 
Victoria Reardon, BA 
Cayla Reed-Coates, BS
* Mariel Reilly, BA 
Casey Quinn Reindl, BA
* Samantba Reynolds, BA 
Tamara Ribas Camargo, BS
‘ Joseph Rice, BS 
Kyle Richardson, BS
* Alyson Rickert, BS 
Amanda Christine Ricko, BS
** Lydia Riffert, BS
Yailene Neriah Rodas, BA
* Andres Rodriguez, BS
* Rocio Rodriguez, BS 
Valeria Roemer, BA 
Annais Rojas, BA
* Thaina Roman, BS
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** Gabriella Roostaie, BS 
Vivian Rosado, BS 
Joanna Abram Rovin, BA 
Zhuopeng Ruan, BA
* Delois M. Rupia, BS 
Cambria Ruth, BA 
Candace Ryan, BS
* Ian Walsh Ryan, BS
** Madison Alisabeth Ryan, BA 
Roman Rybak, BS 
Shaina Salma Saba, BA 
Matthew Sahm, BS 
Rachael D. Sainato, BA
* Natalia Saletnik, BA 
Ayah Samman, BS 
Adriana Katrina Sanchez, BS
** Brienna Nicole Santaniello, BA
* Dylan Rose Santos, BS, MSMHC 
Chrisell Julissa Sarit, BA
* Gia Sarkis, BFA 
GinaMarie Scaffidi, BS
** Taylor Schaitel, BS 
Hana Schein, BA
* Matthew Segal, BS
* Dylan Shamy, BA 
Lizzy Sheldon, BFA 
Matthew Shiels, BA
* Allison Shillingford, BS 
Thomas Shimchak, BS
* Abigail Shobajo, BFA 
Joel Evan Shulman, BS 
Arnaldo Silva, BSE 
Danielle Silva, BS 
Samantha Eva Rose Silva, BS
* Kevin Sinatra, BA 
Christopher Sinnott, BS 
Marie-Helene Sirinakis, BFA 
Johanna Sitahal, BA 
Thomas Michael Skehill, BS
*■ Donovan Skepple, BS 
Alexander W. Smith, BS 
Caroline J. Smith, BS 
Colin Smith, BS
* Dwayne Smith, BA
'•* Michael L. Smith, BS
Kalina R. Soldevila Rodriguez, BA, CRTT 
Sara G. Solomon, BS, CRTP
* Saleena Son, BA 
Kiley Soulier, BA 
Christina Stamatos, BFA 
Sydney Staubach, BA
* Jennifer Leigh Steele, BA 
Jamie Buckley Steinbach, BA 
Max Alexander Steinberg, BS 
Rachel Stewart, BA
* Abigail Hannah Strickland, BS 
»»Shelby Stubbs, BA
Christine Sullivan, BS 
Michael A. Suter, BS
* Maryjane Szatkowski, BA 
** Daniel Tabares, BS
Elias Tamagni, BS 
** Ali Tammaro, BA 
Rana Tarabzouni, BS 
Evan Thomas Taylor, BA 
++Alejandra Tejeda, BA 
Taylor Templeton, BS 
+++Justin Carlos Testa, BGS 
Kaouther Teurkia, BS 
Kelvin Thaslim, BS 
John Thomas, BS 
Abenezer Girma Tollosa, CTPB 
Gabriella Torres, BA 
** Melody Torres, BS 
Olivia Toso, BA 
** Due Q. Tran, BA 
Vlada Tretyakova, BEA 
Marie Tricoli, BA 
Sarah Trinh, BA, CRTT
* Logan Trupiano, BS 
Casey Tsimbal, BS
* * August Tucker, BA
Timothy Arthur Manalo Tumbokon, BA
* Zachary Tyler, BS 
Cassidy Udice, BS 
Madison Umbrello, BEA 
Kendall Urdan, BS 
Inna Ustaoglu, BS 
Christian Vail, BEA
» Kyle Van Cleef, BA
** Summa Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *CumLaude +++Highest Distinction ++High Distinction
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Alex Vanheusden, BS 
Sarah Vasilevsky, BA 
Ana Vergara, BA 
Christopher Villar, BSE 
Javier Alejandro Villegas Nunez, BS 
Yameena Ykah Marie Vincent, BS 
Alejandro Viquez-Salas, BS 
Phuc Vo, CTPB 
Mena Vollano, BA 
* Ruben Volovitz, BFA 
Joshua Wachira, BS 
Margaret Walter, BS 
Yixuan Wang, BS 
Abby Rose Warren, BA 
Kirsten Weiker, BS 
»Taylor White, BS 
Audra Jamai White, BA 
Shannon Wilder, BS
* James N. Williams, BA 
** Callie Wilson, BA
* Samuel Witts, BS 
Matthew Wood, BS 
Sabrina Wright, BA 
Jayna Renee Wrisley, BS 
Eva Wu, BS
Kaede Yamamoto, BS 
Ziyin Yang, BS 
Nehizena Young-Edo, BS 
** Mohammadhadi Zakeri, BS 
*"• Rebecca Noelle Zama, BA 
** Amanda Zarni, BA 
Laura Zarwi, BFA 
Ashley Zepf, BA 
Ruixi Zhang, BS 
Amelia Zheng, BA
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BA Bachelor of Arts
BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
BS Bachelor of Science
BSE Bachelor of Science in Engineering
BGS Bachelor of General Studies
CRTG Certificate of Graphic Design 
CRTP Certificate of Paralegal Studies 
CRTT Certificate of Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages 
CTPB Post-Baccalaureate Certificate 
in Medical Dosimetry
*** Summa Cum Laude 
* * Magna Cum Laude 
* Cum Laude 
+++ Highest Distinction 
++ High Distinction
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES HONORS SCHOLARS
Jordan D. Albrizio 
Sabrina Ali 
Deveney Andrade 
Nicole A. Asquino 
Larissa M. Azevedo 
Allison R. Blackburn 
Matthew T. Borges 
Douglas C. Botelho 
Olivia Brooks 
Jessie P. Bui 
Hope E. Burnside 
Benjamin N. Calitri 
Jordan S. Casey 
Thomas J. Charpentier 
Jocelyn M. Ciarlone 
Jean-Waly Collin 
Jade A. Cruz 
Haley B. Dame 
Briana R. D’Amelio 
Hannah K. Delcervo 
Sabrina G. Dias 
Aine M. Dillon 
Deveny T. Dionne 
Huong D. Do 
Emma C. Dougherty 
Lindsay E. Doyle 
Brianna K. Duffy 
Delaney R. Dunlap 
Hannah L. Edmond 
Margot A. Embree 
Julianna C. Fielding 
Meagan A. French 
Iman H. Ghazi 
Laurel K. Gozzo 
Alyssa J. Gravel 
Lily R. Johnsky 
Darlley Joselus 
Janaye O. Kerr 
Suye Lin
Amanda R. LoCoco 
Alicia C. Lynch 
Alexander Marcus
Victoria Marinzel 
Evelyn B. Marquis 
Heather K. Marshall 
Jared E. Marshall 
Vincent A. Mastantuno 
Alexandra M. Maynard 
Rebecca L. McAuliffe 






Sabrina W. Ng 
Logan D. O’Neil 
Kayla L. O’Regan 
Christina Payne 
Connor A. Peterson 
Sabrina T. Pierre 
Joanna Pizzo 
Anna J. Pravdica 
Katrina A. Ramkissoon 
Alyson L. Rickert 
Isis A. Garcia-Rodriguez 
Gabriella J. Roostaie 
Joanna Rovin 
Matthew Shiels 
Abigail O. Shobajo 
Brian Silva 
Danielle M. Silva 
Sara G. Solomon 
Jamie B. Steinbach 
Rachel H. Stewart 
Shelby P. Stubbs 
Sarah Trinh 
Casey Tsimbal 
Ana B. Vergara 
Mena Vollano 
Abby R. Warren 
Taylor C. White 










Barbara Freitas Martins 
Sandra Valeria Meza Chavez
DIVERSITY PEER EDUCATOR SCHOLAR 
Saleena Son
GENO A. BALLOTTI SCHOLARS
Maria Aldalati 
Jared Marshall 





















































Marisa J. Kelly, BA, MA, PhD
President
Sebastian Royo, MA, MBA, PhD, ML
Acting Provost
A. Maria Toyoda, BA, MA, PhD 
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
William J. O’Neill, Jr., BA, MBA, JD ’94
Dean, Sawyer Business School
Andrew M. Perlman, BA, JD, LLM
Dean, Suffolk University Law School
Laura Sander, BA, MA, CTP 
Senior Vice President, Finance and 
Administration, and Treasurer
John A. Nucci, BA, MPA ’79
Senior Vice President, External Affairs
Colm Renehan, BS, MSW, MSM, PhD
Senior Vice President, Advancement
Donna Grand Pre, BA, MBA 
Vice President, Admission and 
Financial Aid
Greg Gatlin, BA, MS
Vice President, Communications
Joyya P. Smith, BA, MEd, EdD 
Vice President, Diversity, Access 
& Inclusion
Michelle Quinlan, BS, MS
Vice President, Finance
Jennifer Ricciardi, BA, MEd 
Assistant Vice President and Director 
Student Financial Services
Mary Lally, BS, MS
University Registrar
Gary Eireman, BA, MA, PhD
Associate Provost
Michael Mullahy, BA, MBA
Assistant Vice Provost
Thomas Dorer, BA, MEd, JD
General Counsel
Katherine Whidden, AB
Chief Human Resources Officer
Thomas J. Lynch III, BS, SM, EE, PhD
Chief Information Officer
Daniel J. Esdale, BSBA ’02
Chief Marketing Officer
Ann E. Coyne, BS ’82, MA, EdD
Dean of Students
Shawn A. Newton, BS, MS
Associate Dean of Students
David J. DeAngelis, BS, MS
Assistant Dean of Students
Danelle L. Berube, BS, MEd, MS
Assistant Dean of Students
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SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
William J. O’Neill, Jr., BA, MBA, JD
Dean
Kim Larkin, BSJ ’87, MEd ’12
Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Programs
Michael Behnam, MBA, PhD
Senior Associate Dean/Dean, Graduate 
Programs & Academic Affairs
Catherine McCabe, BA, MA, PhD
Associate DeanIDean, Undergraduate 
Programs
Tracey Riley, BA, MBA, PhD, CPA
Assistant Dean, Online Graduate Programs
Helen O’Brien, BS, CPA
Assistant Dean, Administration
Heather Hewitt, BSBA, MSM
Assistant Dean, Graduate Programs
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION
A. Maria Toyoda, BA, MA, PhD
Dean
Melissa Gately, BA, MEd
Assistant Dean, Administrative Services
Krisanne Bursik, BA, MA, PhD
Senior Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Sharon Lenzie, BA, MS
Assistant Dean
Lisa Celovsky, BA, MA, PhD
Associate Dean
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Officers of the Board
Robert C. Lamb, Jr.
Chair
Mark E. Sullivan, JD V9 
Vice Chair
Nancy J. Stack, MS ’09 
Secretary
Trustees
John L. Brooks III
Jeanette G. Clough, MHA ’96, HDBA ’ll
Daniel F. Conley, JD ’83
Susan M. Connelly, MBA ’01
Maria A. DiPietro, BSBA ’80, MBA ’82
John Fernandez
Patricia J. Gannon, MPA ’97
Ernst Guerrier, BS ’91, JD ’94
John F. Harrington, MBA ’84
J. Robert Johnson, BSBA ’63, MBA ’68 
Patrick F. Jordan III, EMBA ’96 
Ivana Magovcevic-Liebisch, JD ’99 
Bevilton E. J. Morris, MBA ’95 
The Honorable Amy L. Nechtem, JD ’85 
Carol Sawyer Parks, HDCS ’82 
Susan M. Rugnetta, BSBA ’81 
E. Macey Russell, JD ’83 
Larry E. Smith, BSBA ’65
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HISTORY OF SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY 1906-2019
From its roots in an evening law class with a handful of students, Suffolk University has evolved 
into a global institution blending traditional and experiential learning with strong ties to partner 
organizations and mentors in Boston and beyond.
Creating Opportunity
From its earliest incarnation, Suffolk University has opened doors to students determined to 
better their lives through education.
Founder Gleason Archer hailed from rural Maine and worked hard to support his law school 
aspirations. He was fortunate in meeting a benefactor, George Frost, who paid for Archer’s 
education and asked only that Archer pass his generosity along to others. Archer took this advice 
to heart and in 1906 began teaching law in his home in the evenings.
Commitment to Diversity
Suffolk was a school at the forefront in embracing a diverse student population, with African 
American, Asian, Native American, and women students finding a home here since its earliest 
days. Celebrating diversity has always been at Suffolk’s core, making it the rich institution it 
is today.
The school now known as the College of Arts &c Sciences was founded in 1934. Two years later 
the predecessor to the Sawyer Business School welcomed its first students. That same year all 
three schools were incorporated as Suffolk University. In time the University expanded from a 
night-school format to incorporate a range of full- and part-time programs.
A tradition of public service was firmly established in Suffolk University’s earliest days. Many 
alumni have been elected to public office at the state, local, and national levels; some began their 
terms in office while studying at Suffolk. And Suffolk alumni work diligently on behalf of their 
fellow citizens in nonprofits, the judiciary, and in policy-making positions at every level.
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SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY MISSION
At Suffolk University we are driven by the power of education, inclusion, and engagement to 
change lives and positively impact communities. Committed to excellence, we provide students 
with experiential and transformational learning opportunities that begin in the center of Boston, 
reach across the globe, and lead to extraordinary outcomes for our graduates.
THE UNIVERSITY TODAY
Building on the promise of its founding, Suffolk University continues to anticipate and respond 
to the needs of a diverse student body. Through carefully designed curricula, mentoring, 
networking, and service learning, the University creates opportunities that help students to meet 
their goals.
Students combine classroom studies with experiential learning opportunities and career-shaping 
internships at influential institutions, and they forge strong, essential connections with 
professional mentors. Suffolk students benefit from their close proximity to Boston’s top 
employers, including the key business, health care, biotechnology, and start-up industries that 
increasingly define the city. Partnerships with the Museum of African American History, Boston 
Public Schools, the judiciary. Habitat for Humanity, and many other entities engage faculty and 
students in groundbreaking scholarship and community participation. Upon graduation, Suffolk 
students are well prepared for success.
International Education
The University’s reputation for excellence draws students from across the nation and around the 
world to its urban campus. Students come from a variety of economic and cultural backgrounds 
to contribute to and engage in a vibrant campus environment, with programming that enriches 
not only the academic, but also the social and personal experiences of all students.
In addition, students gain international exposure as they study at the University’s Madrid 
campus and take advantage of additional study abroad programs, global travel seminars, and 
faculty-led study tours.
Strong Alumni Network
When they graduate, Suffolk students join a proud alumni community of more than 82,000 
members who span the globe and are innovators and leaders in their fields. These Suffolk 
alumni are deeply invested in the success of today’s graduates.
For 113 years, Suffolk University has been transforming lives through its rich learning 
environment that positions students for professional and personal success. Those who best 
know the University realize that its success is driven by its dedicated community—the faculty, 
administrators, staff, alumni, and students who have created an academic environment that is 
exceptional.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE AND SYMBOLS
The academic attire worn during commencement originated at medieval universities. The long 
black gown, the basic garment of academic attire, was worn for warmth and to conceal food 
(and sometimes wine) to be consumed between lectures. The hood—the most colorful raiment— 
was used as a cowl, an alms sack, or to protect the wearer’s wig from the elements.
The color of the hood trimming signifies the wearer’s academic degree, and the hood lining 
reflects the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. Here are the 
colors you’ll see at today’s ceremonies:
White—Bachelor of Arts 
Yellow—Bachelor or Master of Science 
Magenta—Bachelor of Science in Journalism 
Kelly Green—Healthcare Administration
Drab Olive—Business Administration, Business Analytics, Accounting, Taxation, or Finance 
Peacock Blue—Public Administration
Blue—Master of Education or Certificated of Advanced Graduate Study in Education 
Purple—^Juris Doctor
Business students inducted into the Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society wear a royal 
blue satin honor stole outlined in gold with the Beta Gamma Sigma key logo. Public 
administration students inducted into the Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public 
Affairs and Administration wear blue-and-gold cords.
Other colors and patterns of stoles represent Suffolk University’s veteran population and student 
leadership and cultural groups.
For each school ceremony, an alumni marshal leads the academic procession carrying a mace. 
The mace originally was a weapon; its ceremonial descendant confers an air of authority on 
those leading formal pageants. Three student marshals also participate in the academic 
procession and carry smaller versions of the mace.
The Suffolk University seal features the University motto, 
Honestas et Diligentia, or Honesty and Diligence, and 
the founding year, 1906. The image comprises a standard 
and torch flanked by single stars, and Beacon Hill is 
pictured in the background.
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A SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER
Over the cobblestones of Boston,
And down the city’s lamp-lit streets,
Over the rivers, bays, and oceans.
We journey here, to learn and teach.
Gladly would we learn.
And gladly would we teach.
Guided by the beacon on our Hill,
And the Archer’s starry reach.
From every continent and every shore.
We journey here, to learn and teach.
Gladly do we learn.
And gladly do we teach.
As the road unfolds before us.
And in the hopeful words we speak.
We honor and remember when 
We journeyed here, to learn and teach.
Gladly did we learn.
And gladly did we teach.
c. Music by E. Aragon I c. Lyrics by E Marchant and S. Rubin
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME
Congratulations on your academic achievements and your graduation from the University.
Welcome to the Suffolk University Alumni Association! You are joining a network of more than 
82,000 Suffolk graduates who are making extraordinary contributions to the life of Boston, the 
Commonwealth, the nation, and the world. This is only the beginning of a lifelong relationship 
with your alma mater.
Be sure to also stay connected to the Sawyer Business School’s global network on Linkedin: 
Suffolk University-Sawyer Business School.
PLEASE NOTE: THIS PROGRAM IS NOT AN OFFICIAL GRADUATION LIST. While every 
effort is made to ensure accuracy in this Commencement program, printing deadlines may result 
in the omission of some names and inclusion of names of persons not completing graduation 
requirements as intended. Academic honors listed in the program are based upon the earned 
grade point average at the end of the fall term. Final academic honors are calculated upon degree 
conferral. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic 
or degree status. Degrees and official academic honors will be awarded when all University 
requirements have been fulfilled.
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